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Hey all! It's officially November and we're over the hump of the semester. It's kind-of-midterm, definitely-
paper-writing, and almost-cramming season, so best of luck to everyone out there plugging away
remotely and/or physically distantly. As the weather gets colder and the snow inevitably starts the fall,
keep up your health 'n' vitality with some hot soup and a steady stream of personal mental health
boosters. We're all in the trenches of CAN-writing together. 

This is our supersized November/December issue. Next on our docket we'll be releasing a 1L Midterm
Guide in the next few weeks. As for our broader issues, we'll return again once classes resume after the
holiday break with our January/February issue with all the regular current events, MALF content, and
horoscopes you love, so keep your eyes peeled on the first 2021 Campus Life + LSA Weekly Blast
newsletters for that! 

If you have any questions or suggestions, want to write for us, have club events or other law-related
things you'd like us to include in the next issue, want to nominate your favourite pet for our Best of Zoom
Class Pets feature, and/or just want to chat, hit us up at canons.ualberta@gmail.com. Cheers! 

Your Editors-in-Chief, 
Victoria Chiu (2L), Monica Oh (2L) & Cailey Severson (2L)

EDITORS' NOTE



The Alberta
2L Recruit
Breakdown.

T H E  E X P E R I E N C E S  O F  T H R E E  2 L  S T U D E N T S  A T  U  O F  A  L A W .
B Y  V I C T O R I A  C H I U  ( 2 L )  

     A little background: The 2L recruit hits everyone in the

face when summer isn’t even over yet. The online

application portal opens in August and closes in early

September, and firms contact the Career Services Office in

late September to arrange first interviews (when they take

place on campus, they’re known as OCIs—on campus

interviews).Career Services then contacts each student in

the recruit to let them know their OCI schedule. 

     After OCIs, firms contact students directly to arrange

any further meetings. “Call Day,” when firms contact the

students they want to hire for the upcoming summer, is set

around the end of October. According to Career Services,

only around 35% of students in any given class year have

secured employment (meaning an articling position or a

likely articling position) following the 2L recruit.

     The 2L recruit is different from the 1L recruit because the

Career Services Office handles all the interview scheduling

—unlike in 1L, where students are contacted directly by

firms to arrange first interviews/OCIs. Otherwise, many

things are typically similar: usually firms will take students

out for dinners, drinks, and coffees, give firm tours, and

meet multiple times with students in different settings to

allow both sides a lot of face time with one another. 

      This year things got shaken up even more with the

pandemic, with firms moving their recruit online. Dinners

and drinks became online activities, and formal interviews

were imported into your favourite online video chatting

service. 

     We’re fresh off the end of this year’s 2L

recruit, where Canadian law schools’ best and

brightest throw their hats in the ring for a

summer position at participating law firms for the

upcoming summer. 

     Normally they’d all be happening at the same

time, but this year only Alberta’s 2L recruit

followed the typical fall timeline. Vancouver and

Toronto will be happening at the same time as

the regular 1L recruit early next year, but in the

meantime, we’ve had a very unconventional

recruit to break down.
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Webcams and good internet were suddenly critical to

recruitment and technical problems were a source of stress. On

top of that, because of how the U of A switched to a mandatory

pass/fail system for last year, no one had any official 1L letter

grades. Most students submitted their 1L midterm grades in lieu

of final grades. There also seemed to be fewer 2L positions

available overall, though this is pretty much just conjecture

based on hearsay. Take from it what you will. 

We talked to three students about their very different

experiences during this recruit, along with what they would

have changed and what path they’re taking moving forward.

So strap on your screen-friendly blue light glasses and let’s get

into it.

Student X:
Was contacted for multiple OCIs, but did not advance further in

the recruitment process. 

How many firms did you apply to? How many OCIs did you

end up with and how many invitations for further

interviews/meetings did you get?

I applied to every firm participating in the recruit. I think it was

about 20 firms, all mid- to large-sized. I got five OCIs from

large firms and no further meetings or interviews. 

What were your 1L midterm grades like, in general terms?

Mine were pretty good-slash-great. 

Did you have a full resume when you were applying?

I had a lot of work experience. I was also really involved in my

undergraduate degree with a lot of different clubs, so I used

that along with my involvement with Student Legal Services. 

Do you think the online format of this year’s recruit helped

or hurt you?

I thought it went okay. The format of how each OCI is only 20

minutes long was much weirder. Online is like whatever for me,

so I didn’t see things shaking things up much for me. I guess you

can’t see other people’s mannerisms and things, but at the same

time, it’s sorta like...eh! Doesn’t matter too much. 

Is there anything you would have done differently, or

that you wish you had known?

It was confusing. I didn’t know what people wanted, and I

guess I should have researched more, or reached out to

people more before my interviews.

Was there anything you liked or disliked about the

recruitment process?

I like that it’s over, haha! Maybe—and this might sound a

little depressing—but I’d like to know what the way forward

is now. Of course it’s not the end of the world, but I wish

there was more communication about, “Okay, what

happens if you don’t have a 2L job? What are you supposed

to do? What are the time frames?” I wish this was known

beforehand just so it’s not as much of a “Oh, your friends

are getting jobs and you’re not—oh god.” The uncertainty

kind of kills. 

What advice would you give to someone hoping to

participate in the 2L recruit?

I don’t really think there are any huge life lessons to be

learned. It’s such a weird, unusual situation right now that

it’s a lot more like the 1L recruit than any past 2L recruit.

What people tell you traditionally to do still holds up for

getting first- and second-year jobs: get good grades. That’ll

get you through the door. But now that we don’t have

grades, it’s like: make more connections, make more of an

effort to reach out, show that you’re genuinely interested.

Those are all good things you should be doing, but I don’t

think there are too many wild lessons. 

What next steps are you taking?

I’m thinking of applying for clerking and participating in the

Calgary Articling Week [Note: Articling Week, the biggest

recruit of all the formal student recruits, typically happens

in the second week of June after 2L is finished].
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Student Y:
Received several follow-up interviews after the initial OCI

round, but did not come away with a 2L job.

How many firms did you apply to? How many OCIs did

you end up with and how many invitations for further

interviews/meetings did you get?

 A: I submitted my application to every firm—they were all

pretty large. I got 12 OCIs and three follow-up interviews

with three different large firms in Calgary.  

What were your 1L midterm grades like, in general

terms?

Mine were completely average [Note: in 1L, this means

around the B-range]. 

Did you have a full resume when you were applying?

I didn’t have a large number of different experiences, but

what I did have was very consistent. I was involved with a

fewer number of organizations, but for a longer period of

time. 

Do you think the online format of this year’s recruit

helped or hurt you?

I think on the surface, the virtual format should be an

advantage to everyone, because you can apply anywhere

and don’t have to move around to attend in-person events.

But what I heard, and even for myself, people were

offering to meet up for coffee in person if I was in Calgary

—but of course I wasn’t in Calgary. 

     I don’t want to sound biased, but I do think that some

people benefitted from being in Calgary for those in-person

meetings because they were getting those meetings having

been in the city, even though the firms said everything

would be online. 

     I’m not sure which firms exactly, but I do know that

there were definitely some first that tried to push the “Hey,

if you’re here, we’d love to actually meet up with you” thing.

I think there was some unfairness in this realm. Obviously

not a big part of the recruitment process, but there was

some of that. 

When I started hearing about that, I thought, “Oh no,

maybe I should have been in Calgary.” It just seems a bit

unfair—I just think firms should have been more clear about

that if in-person meetings were an option.

Is there anything you would have done differently, or

that you wish you had known?

Maybe making more connections and proactively reaching

out to the firm. What I heard was a lot of people wanted to

see you reaching out to other people in their firms, because

if you only ask the recruiter to put you in contact with

people, they can only do so much for you because they

have so many applicants. I think they want to see you

putting in the effort to reach out on your own to other

people, instead of saying to the recruiter, “Can you put me

in contact with other people?” I didn’t know that was a

thing, but apparently it is.

What advice would you give to someone hoping to

participate in the 2L recruit?

Reach out to Career Services and practice interviewing

with them! I wish I had done that because I think the

people who did do that had actually had pretty good luck

early on. Definitely reach out to Career Services before,

during, and after!

What next steps are you taking?

I’m going to be participating in Articling Week. I’m

definitely going to contact Career Services to ask about the

timeline for that and what to expect. 

Any general comments on the 2L recruit overall?

In the end, Career Services says only around 35% of

students in a year have articling positions secured (or have

summer jobs that are likely to lead to articling positions)

after the 2L recruit anyway. So if you think about it that

way, it feels less bad if you don’t get anything in 2L.
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Student Z: 
Secured a 2L summer position at the Calgary office of a

large multinational law firm.

How many firms did you apply to? How many OCIs did

you end up with and how many invitations for further

interviews/meetings did you get?

I applied to 12 firms in Alberta and two in British Columbia

(who are outside the January recruitment period for the

Lower Mainland). Out of those, I got 10 OCIs and one

interview from a BC firm. I had four firms who progressed

into second and third round interviews, and then I got one

call on Call Day presumably because the other firm that

was very serious about me was only hiring one student, and

I didn’t give them “first choice.” [Note: “First choice” is

literally what it sounds like: emailing a firm to tell them they

are your “first choice” in the recruit, and that if they gave

you an offer, you would not turn them down for any other

firm.]

What were your 1L midterm grades like, in general

terms?

I mostly got C+ grades. What carried me was that I would

have gotten an A or A+ in Legal Research and Writing and

a B+ in another class. I was a classic first-semester 1L

student who did not prepare properly for 1L midterms and

had not yet figured things out.

Did you have a full resume when you were applying?

Yes, but barely. I wouldn’t say I had a particularly

impressive work, volunteering, or club record. But I had

some of everything, and in particular I think you need to

have some volunteering experience. I did have a few

outstanding extracurriculars that I think set me apart.

Do you think the online format of this year’s recruit

helped or hurt you?

Both. I think it helped me in the sense that I was not a

seasoned interviewer, and my personal issue is nervous

habits like moving my hands a lot.

      One of the benefits of the recruit being online was that

they couldn’t really see that, which was good. It was

certainly challenging to feel like you’re having the

conversation you want to have in an interview, where you

actually feel like you’re in the presence of these people

interviewing you—it definitely feels more hands-on and

requires more effort on the part of the interviewee, and

part of the personal element is definitely lost. 

     For anyone taking online interviews in the future, you

really have to give much more thoughtful questions in that

scenario than you would in a regular interview because it’s

a way to show some of that personability that is perhaps

lost in the online format. 

     I found that with certain firms, because of the online

format, not only was I as the interviewee nervous, but the

firm representatives were nervous! Sometimes they gave

the impression that they were uncomfortable, and that

made it harder to interview effectively because they were

so on edge. 

    I had to pay much more attention to the people on the

screen in that case because you couldn’t get as good of an

impression with them online, and if you didn’t click right

away, it was hard to overcome that. That took me out of at

least one firm’s consideration during OCIs.

Is there anything you would have done differently, or

that you wish you had known?

Yeah, plenty of things! In the first round, I wouldn’t have

applied as widely to as many firms whose Calgary offices

do work I wasn’t sure I liked. 

     I made the mistake of applying to firms I was only

moderately interested in, work-wise, or where they only

tangentially practiced the areas of law that I liked. Ideally,

you should be able to point out two, three, four areas of law

at the office you’re applying to that you are interested in

and can feel enthusiastic about. 
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     One firm could tell I was not super keen on their practice

areas, and that led to a rejection.

     When I got into the second round of interviews, I felt I

didn’t prepare as well or as in-depth as I did for first round

interviews/OCIs, which definitely hurt me in at least one

second interview. I was caught off guard by certain

questions because I wasn’t prepared. Making it past the

first round is not the end of your research into a firm! Have

more in-depth questions to ask. Third round you don’t have

to do that, but second round, you do. 

     In circumstances where I felt that the interview wasn’t

as great, I would have given a more comprehensive answer

in talking about my previous experiences because the more

positive information you give interviewers about yourself,

the more opportunities they have to ask you things that

might turn the interview around if it’s not going so well.

Withholding positive and relevant information will hurt your

chances substantially.

Was there anything you liked or disliked about the

recruitment process?

Yeah, it’s too long. 

      We had our first OCIs on October 1 and Call Day was

October 16, but the amount of time between OCIs and Call

Day was way too long. And that’s nothing compared to

schools like McGill who interviewed on September 1. So if

you make it through your second interviews, you have this

awkward period of time where you’ve already spoken to

partners or associates separate from your interviews, but

don’t want to be requesting to meet with every person. 

     You also can’t say nothing, because saying nothing

conveys lack of interest. You aren’t sure how much

engagement to give to a firm because the amount of time is

too long and you feel that your questions have almost

entirely been answered already.

     My recommendation because of that would be to avoid

scheduling calls or meetings with other non-recruiter

associates and partners until late in the first week midway

through second-round interviews and into the second week.

I scheduled some too early, and I would not recommend it.

What advice would you give to someone hoping to

participate in the 2L recruit?

     For online interviews, you need to make sure that your

background is clean and that your lighting is good so

interviewers can see you and simulate an IRL interview as

much as possible.

     If you’re not someone who is a seasoned behavioural

question answerer, you should go through all the standard

behavioural questions that Career Services can provide

you. I got caught off guard thinking I was prepared for

those, but I wasn’t. Some firms will ask really direct

questions about certain topics, and you must have specific,

thoughtful, meaningful answers to questions about

important subjects like diversity and inclusion.

     Finally, relax and just be yourself. If you take too long to

answer questions because you’re only thinking about what

they want to hear, you’re doing yourself a disservice. 

What next steps are you taking?

     I’m trying to cater my courses partially toward the areas

I want to practice at this firm, specifically to what the

articling program requires or suggests. But I’m not only

taking classes directed toward what they do—I’m also

taking around one class a semester I’m just genuinely

interested in academically, even if I’ll never practice it. 

I’m not planning to clerk, but haven’t fully decided yet. It

seems more like something that’s good for anyone looking to

become a judge in their career, but I’m not certain about

whether I’m going to do it. 

Any general comments on the 2L recruit overall?

It’s challenging in the process to not feel really stressed out

and as if your entire future depends on how you perform in

this process. But at the end of the day, you don’t have

control over a large number of factors and it’s a waste of

mental space to think about all those things you can’t

control. You can control how you speak about yourself and

your experiences, how you word your emails, and who you

give first choice to, but you can’t control how they interpret

or perceive you. You just have to try your best, and it turns

out how it turns out. 
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     A clerkship gives you the opportunity to complete

part of your article with the courts. It is a great

opportunity to work with judges and their legal

counsel to research issues in real-time and witness

advocacy from junior as well as senior members of

the bar. 

     However, due to the competitive nature of these

positions (there are only a handful available every year),

the application process can seem daunting. This article

gives some guidance on what to keep in mind as you go

through the process.

FEATURES

Anatomy of a Clerkship.
by Kaitlynd Hiller (3L) 

Application: 
     Even if you went through 1L recruit, it is a good idea to pay

another visit to career services to work on your cover letter.

The courts may be interested in different aspects of your

experience than firms were, so the tone and structure of your

letter may change as a result. It’s also important to articulate

why you are interested in working at a court coming out of

law school. The experts at career services can help you polish

your materials.
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     In terms of references, think about who you would like to

ask and talk to them early. Ideally it should be someone

who can speak to your writing and research skills. This

could be profs, partners from a firm you summered at, or

other supervisors of your volunteer work in law school. Be

prepared to give them your cover letter, resume, and

transcript as well.

     If applying outside of Alberta, make sure to read all of

the requirements for their program. The application process

varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Don’t be afraid to

apply broadly--given the premium on spots in Alberta it is

wise to apply to British Columbia, the Federal Government,

and Ontario as well (if you are willing to move). 

Interview: 
     Every interview involves some period of time where

you're with a current clerkship student or two. Some courts

also give a tour after the interview, so it’s important to have

questions in your back pocket to be able to keep a

conversation with them going. This is a great opportunity to

get an idea of what the students do from day to day and

can help you narrow down which offer you would like to

accept (if you’re so lucky as to have the option). 

     Clerkship interviews are generally more substantive than

1L recruit interviews. By this point, you’re expected to be

able to discuss legal issues with some competence and

insight. It’s good to prep a case from that level of court

and/or from the Supreme Court in case they ask you to talk

about one that you find interesting. It is VERY intimidating

to be put on the spot by a judge, so preparation in advance

may save the day.

     The final thing to be aware of is that you should be able

to articulate why you are interested in that specific court.

The work is different depending on the level or the city that

you’re in, and if you’re applying to multiple places they will

want to know what your preference is. 

     At this point you may not have a preference--and that’s

ok--but it’s helpful to investigate which one you feel like

would be a better fit for you before you get into the

interview room. To that end, here are a few students’

explanations of why they picked the court that they did to

clerk at.

Me (Kaitlynd, 3L, Court of Queen’s Bench Edmonton): 

      I chose to clerk at QB because I was drawn towards

the faster pace of litigation at that level of court. After

having watched proceedings at QB and the Court of

Appeal during my 1L summer, I was more energized by the

speed at which decisions had to be made at QB and talking

to the students there reinforced that energy and

excitement. 

Allison Jandura (3L, Court of Appeal Edmonton): 

     I was excited to apply for clerkships because I enjoy

researching interesting legal questions and a clerkship is an

incredible opportunity to learn from the justices and legal

council about judicial decision-making. I'm looking forward

to gaining a unique perspective about advocacy before

entering the legal profession. It's also a great way to gain

exposure to a variety of areas of law.

Anonymous (3L, Supreme Court of BC): 

     I chose to clerk at a trial level court because I felt it

would provide me with excellent insight into what makes a

good advocate. An advocate’s ability to get important

evidence to the trier of fact and present it in a strategic and

compelling way is foundational to any case, and there is no

better place to see that unfold than at a trial level court.

Part of my job as a clerk will involve watching trials and

discussing them with the judge. 

     Having the opportunity to watch lawyers perform direct

and cross examinations of witnesses, enter exhibits, and

build their narrative of the case will be invaluable to my

development as a lawyer. Not only will I get exposure to

different styles of written and oral advocacy, but I will get

to see firsthand what judges find effective and what

factors are most important when making decisions.
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A Letter to
the 1Ls

F R O M  O N E  1 L  T O  A N O T H E R .
B Y  K I A N A  S M I T H  ( 1 L )

     For starters, you can meet some really wonderful people,

even with such limited opportunities. I know I have! This

may seem like a tall order for the introverts out there, but I

cannot stress enough that all of us are starved for social

interaction. By this, I mean that mustering up the courage to

say “hey, I love your mask” at your next in-person lecture

component could actually land you your new best friend.

Can’t attend in person? No problem. The best part about

university via the internet is being able to float the idea of a

study session in one of our many WhatsApp group chats

and meet some great people online.

     If you haven’t already joined a club of some sort, reach

out to some of the coordinators! I’ve found that given the

circumstances, clubs are very welcoming to latecomers

because they want to meet you too. For those of you who

live out of town, lucky for you, the internet is the only place

you need to be to get involved in most of them. When it

comes to intramural sports, there are pandemic-friendly

protocols to ensure that risk-takers and risk-avoiders alike

can still have a good time. Since the time commitment to

each club or team seems to be much lower, more time

means more clubs, more people, and less stressing over

what “expropriation” is all by yourself. Clubs and teams are

also fantastic ways to meet upper-year students (and

convince them to give you their CANs).

     Let’s face it, COVID-19 is really scary for some of us,

and this makes socializing hard. I have high-risk friends and

family members myself, which often causes a battle

between what I want to do and what I can do. Before the

snow buries most outside activities, make sure you take that

leap and ask someone to go for a walk and grab a coffee. 

This one goes out to all of my fellow 1L students

who are trying to make the most of the

seemingly least social situation possible. I know

what you’re all thinking, when are we going to

stop hearing about everything that we’re missing

out on from years past? Luckily, my goal is to

highlight what we can do rather than what we

can’t.
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     Fresh air will do wonders for Zoom fatigue and leading

experts have said that viral transmission rates are

significantly lower outdoors. The most extraverted person in

the world might feel the most isolated right now, so let’s all

help each other out. For those of you who can’t leave the

safe havens of your homes, do not fret. There are plenty of

others who can’t attend large or indoor events and a unique

sense of collegiality that goes along with that. You’re going

to be welcomed by everyone with open arms when this is all

over. The same goes for all of you who haven’t made the

move to Edmonton yet. If I haven’t met you already, my

name is Kiana. I love spending weekends at my lake cabin,

going for trail runs, cooking, cuddling my dog, and over-

caffeinating myself. Feel free to track me down if you ever

want to chat. There, you’ve now made ally #1.

     Lastly, I would like to (informally) introduce you to one of

our lovely 1L LSA reps, Georgia Philipp:“I think it’s important

for people to sign up for all the events and clubs that might

interest them even a little bit, to maybe get out of their

comfort zone. Those events and meet-ups are our

opportunities to meet peers, see real-life faces and maybe

make some new connections! Of course, other factors go

into attending them, but if it’s possible, why not give it a

chance? Worst case, you hate it, and you leave. I mean,

look at me, I had to go out of my comfort zone recently. I

signed up for some club positions; I had to speak (virtually)

to strangers and put myself out there but it all worked out! I

don’t know if I would have done that in a ‘normal’ year. So,

sign up for a virtual study group session (maybe an in-

person one...), go to the events, and feel free to send me a

message!”Make sure to check your UofA emails and the

class of 2023 Facebook page often to make sure you’re up

to date on events. Cheers to law school, everyone!
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The Chase is On.
Y E S ,  W E ' R E  S T I L L  W R I T I N G  A B O U T  S P O R T S .

B Y  C H L O E  C A M P B E L L  ( 1 L )  

     It’s only fitting that the Steel City appears to have

made a draft-day steal back in April.

     Hailing from Abbotsford, B.C., Chase Claypool has been

a revelation thus far for the NFL’s Pittsburgh Steelers. He’s

currently leading the team in receiving yards and his six

touchdowns have him sitting just one back of the league-

lead. He’s clearly hit the ground running, despite making

just one start through the first five games of his professional

career.

      The 22-year-old target for future Hall of Fame

quarterback Ben Roethlisberger has become known as

“Mapletron”, a nod to his Canadian roots. Claypool attended

Abbotsford Senior Secondary School, which is just outside

of Vancouver and where he enjoyed a record-setting

career for the Panthers.

     “I first started playing football when I was eight years

old and honestly I never knew this could be something I

could take to the next level until I was in my sophomore

year in college,” explained Claypool in an interview with

steelers.com. “Up until that point, coming from high school to

Notre Dame was an honour in and of itself. Taking it any

further was honestly a dream but maybe something that

maybe didn’t seem realistic coming from my situation. But

the more and more I started playing, the more and more

that became a potential reality.”

     As a result of his dominant display at the high-school

level, he received dozens of Division-I scholarship offers

before committing to the prestigious University of Notre

Dame. The eventual management consulting graduate

would continue to showcase his skills at the collegiate level,

catching 150 passes for 2,159 yards and 19 touchdowns

over four years for the Fighting Irish

     Claypool, a 6’4”, 238-lb. pass-catcher – considered a

noticeably big-bodied receiver by any standards – was

available in the NFL Draft last spring when Pittsburgh was on

the clock for the first time with the 49th overall pick.

     Although up-and-coming Canadian players are always on

the radar of CFL teams, Claypool went unselected in the CFL

Draft that took place one month after Pittsburgh came calling.

Canadian scouts felt confident that Claypool has a bright NFL

future ahead of him and therefore didn’t project him to ever

make his way to the professional ranks in his home and native

land.

     Claypool has made at least one reception in each of the

Steelers’ five outings to date. His most impressive statistical

performance came in the team’s fourth game when he made

seven catches for 110 yards and three touchdowns in addition

to also finding the end zone on one of three handoffs against

the Philadelphia Eagles. He became the first Canadian to

record a trio of touchdown catches south of the border since

1927.
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"Taking it any further was
honestly a dream but maybe

something that maybe
didn’t seem realistic coming
from my situation. But the

more and more I started
playing, the more and more

that became a potential
reality."

- Chase Claypool



      Claypool, a 6’4”, 238-lb. pass-catcher – considered a

noticeably big-bodied receiver by any standards – was

available in the NFL Draft last spring when Pittsburgh was

on the clock for the first time with the 49th overall pick.

     Although up-and-coming Canadian players are always

on the radar of CFL teams, Claypool went unselected in the

CFL Draft that took place one month after Pittsburgh came

calling. Canadian scouts felt confident that Claypool has a

bright NFL future ahead of him and therefore didn’t project

him to ever make his way to the professional ranks in his

home and native land.

     Claypool has made at least one reception in each of the

Steelers’ five outings to date. His most impressive statistical

performance came in the team’s fourth game when he made

seven catches for 110 yards and three touchdowns in

addition to also finding the end zone on one of three

handoffs against the Philadelphia Eagles. He became the

first Canadian to record a trio of touchdown catches south

of the border since 1927.

     National pride and country-wide support haven’t been

lost on the rookie sensation, as Claypool is well aware of the

thousands of fans he has back home.

     “It’s huge,” said the rising star when asked about an

entire country cheering him on during a recent appearance

on the Pat McAfee Show. “It’s a big part of my motivation,

for sure. I see all the love after every game that people

show me. It drives me forward and it allows me to have the

success that I’ve had. I’m happy I can represent the way

that I have so far.”The Steelers are currently 5-0 for the

first time since 1978, thanks in large part to a newfound No.

11 with proud Canadian roots.

Field Hockey

Football

Rugby 

Soccer

Basketball 

Hockey

Volleyball

Rugby 7s

Wrestling 

Swimming 

Track and Field 

The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are far-reaching and

the public health guidelines extend to universities across the

Canada West conference. Sport has been hit especially hard

over the past eight months. Under the guidance of national

and provincial health authorities in trying to keep student-

athletes, coaches and communities safe, Canada West and U

SPORTS decided to cancel the following sports back in June

2020: 

Following this earlier announcement, Canada West and U

SPORTS put out communication in the latter half of October

cancelling additional sports that were previously “under

review”:

The following Canada West sports remain under review: 

Some Canada West U SPORTS teams are now exploring non-

conference and exhibition competition (where permissible

under public health and university guidelines).

Update on Canada West
and U SPORTS
Competition
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 becoming mainstream, and therefore unavoidable. If any

of these are familiar to you: #savethechildren, WWG1WGA,

The Storm, #ThePlan, The Great Awakening, “do your

research”, you’ve likely encountered QAnon content. In this

series of articles I examine what QAnon is (and why you

should care), who they are appealing to, what they want,

and what we can do about it.

     Like any big-tent conspiracy, QAnon is hard to define. It

originated a few years ago as an online community of

conspiratorial thinkers on 4chan, fuelled by “inside 

     2020 has been a lot. A global pandemic, social justice

uprisings, murder hornets...the list goes on. I’ve started

holding my breath when I open Twitter in the morning,

bracing for the next news cycle to be more bizarre than

the last. Perhaps the most bizarre thing that I’ve come

across this year was the amount of conspiratorial

thinking (specifically in relation to the QAnon

(QAnonymous) community) that has seeped into the

accounts of people I know and love. QAnon has

capitalized on the current global unease as a result of

the Coronavirus pandemic, 

Canon's Autumn Crossword.Canon's Autumn Crossword.Canon's Autumn Crossword.

QAnon: Part 1
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By Kaitlynd Hiller (3L) 

ANSWERS | ACROSS: 2. PENNEY, 5. DENNING, 6. ROE, 7. ZOOM | DOWN: 1. LATIN, 2. PUMPKIN, 3. CIDER, 4. SNAIL, 6. GHOST, 7. RBG 
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information” dropped by “Q”, who were thought to be

individuals in the upper echelons of the US government

(https://www.adl.org/qanon). The original “Q” or individuals

who posted under the Q name were--and remain--anonymous.

The posts alleged a vast conspiracy between global elites to

get rich and sustain a Satanic child-murdering sex cult. They

mostly stayed within the 4chan/8chan community, but

message boards devoted to Q soon hit Reddit, and then

YouTube. Q’s first mainstream breakthrough came with the

Pizzagate conspiracy.

     If you’re not familiar, Pizzagate refers to one QAnon’s

original theories: that Hillary Clinton was helping to run a child

sex-trafficking ring in the basement of a pizza parlour in

Washington, DC. One believer was so upset about the claim

that he showed up at the pizza place himself and fired a rifle

in the busy pizza parlour as he “investigated”. There was no

basement. He ended up being sentenced to four years in

prison (yes, really: https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-

way/2017/06/22/533941689/pizzagate-gunman-sentenced-

to-4-years-in-prison). Upon Trump’s election, the President

took on a central role in Q lore where he will make mass

arrests of all the deep-state liberals engaged in the global

pedophilia cabal and reset the world order in an event called

“The Storm”. According to Q adherents, he is the only one

who can save the children from elites who are harvesting their

blood for adrenochrome—a chemical that has hallucinogenic

and anti-aging effects and is therefore desirable for rich

Hollywood actors and the like to have.

      In 2018, an Arizona man was unhappy that the mass

arrests had not happened yet and wanted to force the release

of a report confirming Trump’s investigations into those crimes.

In order to accomplish this, he used an armoured vehicle to

block a bridge near the Hoover Dam with 900 rounds of

ammunition inside, leading to an hour-long standoff. He was

arrested and plead guilty to terrorism charges. QAnon’s often

violent rhetoric combined with events like these have led the

FBI to identify QAnon as a potential domestic terror threat

(see these sources/articles: https://www.adl.org/qanon,

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/oct/15/qanon-

violence-crimes-timeline).

     At this point it is evident that not only does the Q lore

encourage individuals to engage in acts of violence, but that

they trade in violent tropes. Q fixates on the “global elite”,

Soros, and the Rothschilds, all anti-Semetic dog whistles. The

conspiracy of a cabal of adrenochrome-harvesting elites has its

roots in anti-Semetic blood libel—the 12th-century trope that

alleged Jews were drinking the blood of Christian children as

part of religious rituals (https://www.insider.com/qanon-

conspiracy-theory-anti-semitism-jewish-racist-believe-save-

children-2020-10). But what is the upshot of trading on these

ancient and damaging stereotypes? Historians have offered the

“nocturnal ritual fantasy” as a thesis for the purpose that QAnon

might serve (https://newrepublic.com/article/159529/qanon-

blood-libel-satanic-panic). The fantasy is a recurring trope in

Western history which hypothesizes that some social out-group

is ritualistically targeting an innocent group, and that they must

be crushed (first used by Romans against Christians, then

Christians against Jews, etc). 

     Given the intentionally vague definition of the shadowy

“them” that QAnon is waging war against, this fantasy is a

useful tool in taking a variety of otherwise unrelated individuals

and weaponizing their fear and energy in order to gain real-

world political power. But who are the individuals that are being

targeted by Q? Who is most susceptible to Q-think? And what

sort of power is being garnered by the proliferation of Q logic?

These are the topics that will be explored in further parts of this

series. Check back next issue to learn more about Q and what it

means for you.
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The UCP is reviewing the eligibility requirements, with a

view to narrow them and save the government money.

Government members on the special committee to review

the Public Health Act vote against hearing Dr. Hinshaw,

the province’s Chief Medical Officer, at the committee’s

future meetings.

The NDP members on the special committee reviewing

the Public Health Act proposed a more independent role

for the Chief Medical Officer, which was voted down by

the UCP members.

Losses attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic and the

plummet of oil prices meant nearly 3,000 people moving

in the second quarter of 2020 alone.

September 18:

“AISH Recipients fear being cut out of program after

comments by UCP members” (CityNews Edmonton)

September 19:

“UCP Members block Dr. Hinshaw from addressing

special committee for second time” (Edmonton Journal)

September 30:

“UCP votes against independent role for chief medical

officer of health” (CBC News Edmonton)

October 1: 

“More than 2,700 Albertans leave province amid

pandemic, harsh economic conditions” (Calgary Herald)

More than 1 million Albertans have benefitted from the

federal government’s distribution of CERB during the

COVID-19 crisis.

Alberta has seen a spike in deaths since 2016, with 301

deaths between April and June 2020 alone.

This is on top of 400 jobs already lost due to funding cuts.

The province will pay PricewaterhouseCoopers 2 million

dollars to determine the cost of replacing the RCMP.

October 1: 

“UCP MLA claims businesses are struggling to find

employees because workers ‘make more on CERB, eating

Cheezies’” (rabble.ca)

October 3: 

“Province won’t consider safe supply programs to address

spiking overdose deaths” (Calgary Herald)

October 4: 

“U of A plans to cut 650 jobs by 2022 to overcome $127-

million funding gap” (Edmonton Journal)

October 7:

‘"Informed choice:’ Alberta presses ahead with provincial

police force study to replace RCMP” (Edmonton Journal)

The UCP is delisting 164 parks. They deny plans to sell the land, instead stating they wil l  merely

revert the parks back to general Crown land.

September 15:
 “UCP moves forward with plans to 'delist' Alberta parks as government commits $43 million
to improve existing sites” (Calgary Herald) 
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Edmonton lawyer says that denying therapy

demonstrates drug addicts are expendable to the

government.

Stephen Harper’s son was hired as a junior advisor in the

premier’s office.

A UCP policy proposal says provincial environmental

laws have placed an undue burden on Alberta’s

industries.

October 8:

“‘It is a death sentence:’ Patients launch lawsuit after

UCP cuts funding for opiod treatment program” (Calgary

Herald)

October 11:

“Young Ben Harper gets a well-heeled start in politics,

thanks to dear old Dad’s former lieutenant”

(albertapolitics.ca)

October 12:

 “UCP resolution could escalate harmful environmental

policy, critics say” (Calgary Herald)

Jobs being cut are largely labs, housekeeping, food

services, and laundry, and some nursing and management

positions. 

Despite new deaths and high numbers of cases, drop-in

testing is ending.

The UCP’s convention saw a policy put forth by Calgary-

Varsity to support privately-funded and privately-

managed healthcare system.

October 13: 

“Health ministry to cut 11,000 jobs to save $600M

annually after three years” (Calgary Herald)

October 14: 

“COVID-19 Update: 961 new cases, four deaths over long

weekend | Province ends drop-in testing | Fifth Calgary

school has five or more cases” (Calgary Herald)

October 14: 

“NDP calls on UCP to reject convention policy on

privatizing health care” (Morinville News)

     This is just a sample of the broad number of dismal headlines reporting on the
UCP. As you can see, there are healthcare cuts, threats of privatization, wasted
money studying a police force that no one wants, threats to the environment and
parks, threats to disabled people and those who struggle with drug addictions.
 

This is just one month for the government. 

     The UCP does not reflect responsible fiscal conservatism: this government is
dogmatic and uncompromising. They do not care who they hurt in their pursuit of
the next oil boom, and they do not care who they blame for their failures along the
way. 

Albertans deserveAlbertans deserveAlbertans deserve
better.better.better.



The 59th US Presidential
Election

Why Trump Still Has Any Chance: 

      Most polls have Biden currently leading Trump by 10-point

margins. Biden should come away with the most total votes

overall. However, while polls capturing the popular vote are a

good snapshot of the country as a whole, the presidential

election hinges on winning individual states, who in turn send

their partisan slate of electors to the Electoral College. While in

the history of the United States, the popular vote and the

Electoral College have gone the same direction, the difference in

two metrics has recently gotten more pronounced and relevant. 

    Welcome to our quick rundown of the state of the

American Presidential and Senate race. You might

have been asking yourself what is wrong with

America—your snobby friend thinks that Trump still

has a chance, and that can’t be true, well you really

wouldn’t want it to be true.  Well, then you’ve come

to the right place because this run down will give you

cold hard, boring data about where the USA is likely

to be heading and why.

MR.46MR.46MR.46
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      Notably this happened in 2000 and 2016, where the

winner lost the popular vote but due to narrow victories in

the  electoral college nevertheless became the POTUS.

     However, even though the electoral college favors the

Republicans, Biden’s lead in the polls looks pretty

insurmountable. What needs to happen for this election for

Trump to come out on top is for the polls to be wrong—

which they’d have to be by a huge margin—and one way a

potential systemic polling error could occur is by pollsters

not being able to properly account for turn out. With Covid-

19 still looming, it is unclear to what effect turnout will be

affected. However, it is clear that Democrats do see Covid-

19 as a bigger threat than Republicans, and this in turn

could explain why Republicans say that they are more likely

to vote in person than Democrats.

     Yet this still shouldn’t be cause for concern, even with

the potential uncertainty surrounding turn-out, there is

virtually no chance that all polls could be wrong to such an

extent. What should be cause for concern, is the

discrepancy between votes counted on election night, and

the votes counted that went by mail, which could take

several days after the election to finally finish counting. It

was pretty apparent that Trump’s strategy on debate night

was to cast mail-in voting as largely illegitimate, so one

strategy Trump could use is to try and declare himself as

the winner of the election from in person voting, and try to

block the count of the mail in votes. But then again, if this is

your electoral strategy, it’s pretty clear that you’re going to

lose. Do not be alarmed if Trump appears to lead in many

states early on during election night, as same day in-person

ballots will be counted first. The advance and mail in ballots,

which by our accounts will tip heavily to Biden, will eat into

that lead in the days after.  With that spiel out of the way,

here is what to watch for during the election so that you

know which way the US is going.

Key States to Watch Election Night

(or Week):

      That being said, to truly tell the state of the race, it will

boil down to a few key blocks of states. States such as

California and Hawaii are guaranteed to vote for Biden, just

as much as Idaho and Oklahoma are guaranteed to vote for

Trump. Instead, there are a couple “tiers” of swing states to

pay attention to, and in this order:

Tier 1: Rust Belt 

      The trio of Pennsylvania , Michigan, and Wisconsin will be

the tipping point of the race. The heart of blue-collar, union

America, they traditionally voted Democrat for years, until

Trump narrowly flipped them in 2016. A native of Scranton,

Pennsylvania, Joe Biden has an appeal to working class

voters in these three states. Biden’s easiest path to victory

lies in re-taking just these three states. If he wins them while

holding each state that voted for Clinton in 2016, he has 279

electoral votes, and consequently the Presidency. A sign that

Biden is doing well is if he runs up abnormally large margins

in counties within and around Philadelphia, Detroit, and

Miluakee, while  either narrowly leading or trailing Trump in

the rural counties of each state. Each rust belt state was won

by a margin of less than 44,000 votes in 2016; increased

turnout from urban demographics that stayed home last

round will be critical for Biden to win.  Biden must win at

minimum two of these states to win the presidency.

Tier 2: The Sun Belt and North Carolina

     This cycle, the state of Arizona, with its growing Latino

population and competitive Senate race is one that seems

likely to flip from Trump towards Biden. Biden is also making

inroads to Arizona’s seniors, who comprise one quarter of the

population and are  increasingly being turned away from

Trump after voting heavily for him in 2016. If Biden is able to

win larger margins in and around Phoenix and Tucson, the

state is his, albeit narrowly.
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Pay attention to Maricopa County, which contains Phoenix

and its suburbs.  An uptick in Democratic support in the

suburbs was key for Democratic candidate Krysten Sinema’s

Senate victory from the 2018 midterms. For Biden to win the

state, he must  run up good margins in this county.

     The next state to watch is Florida. It has a pattern of

always producing a narrow margin between Presidential

candidates. In fact, it was the centre of the dispute of the

2000 election, where the margin came down to less than 500

votes, the legitimacy of which some were questioned. Florida

is a deeply divided state, it has been characterized as the

rural deep south outside of the modernized urban areas. That

being said, enough urban voters stayed home in 2016 to let

Trump take the state by 1.5 points. Pay attention to the

counties in and around Tallahassee (Leon), Orlando (Orange,

Osceola ) and Miami (Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm-Beach). If

Biden is to win the state convincingly, he will have to win

these counties by large margins.

     North Carolina is the next state to pay attention to. While

it has favoured Republicans in more recent years, the state

generally has sent centrist politicians to Washington, and the

margin between the two parties has always been smaller (

but larger than Florida). Trump has turned off many

moderate North Carolinians, who also face a bitterly

contested Senate race. The state is a must win for Trump.

Conversely,  Biden doesn't need it but having a Democratic

senator from that state will help him govern better.

Tier 3: Midwest, Steel Country, and Deep

South

     There are six states where polling has shown a closer race

than expected. Minnesota, having voted Democratic for the

last 40 years, is less reliable this cycle. Hillary Clinton won it

by a mere 45,000 votes in 2016. Republican gains in the rural

areas of this state have made it more competitive.

Nevertheless, based on voting trends from the 2018

midterms, the state should remain in the Democratic camp, if

Biden is in the lead by five or more points, it is a good sign for

him. Iowa, famous for being the first primary election every

cycle, tipped heavily to Trump in 2016

     Yet, it contains the most Obama-Trump counties. If Obama

won there twice before, Biden can as well. Coupled with a

competitive Senate race, recent polling shows a statistical tie.

Next up is Ohio. Part of the rust belt, and known for its steel

and auto factories, the state also tipped heavily to Trump in

2016. However, it too has previously been a bellwether. No

Republican has won the Whitehouse without it. If Biden’s

appeal to working class union voters stays strong, and you

see other three rustbelt states delivering for him, expect the

vote margin in Ohio to be narrower. Either Trump or Biden will

win, and will do so very narrowly. 

     Finally, there are three states, with growing younger and

minority populations that polling indicates is competitive. That

is Georgia, Texas, and Missouri. Given that Trump’s polling is

dismal, we fully expect that the Republicans will have made a

last minute, defensive emergency push to retain these states.

Trump’s campaign will pour their remaining funds and people

power to these states, and at the end of all of it we expect

Trump will prevail in them. However, a good sign for Biden will

be  if he’s able to keep the margin in these states within 3-8

points.
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October Surprise: 

SCOTUS Vacancy, That Debate, and

COVID in the Oval Office

     Given the Supreme Court (SCOTUS) vacancy, both sides

will be galvanized by it. Hence, for some hesitant

Republicans, the chance to solidify a conservative supreme

court with a conservative government could be enough to

convince them to vote for Trump. On the flip side, the

prospect of a highly conservative supreme court has

enraged Democratic leaning voters and independents who

might also be leaning into the prospect of court packing by

Biden. The SCOTUS vacancy will not be the determining

issue overall [Note: Plus it's already been filled!].

     Trump’s constant interrupting and rants during the first

presidential debate was perceived poorly by most, and has

hurt his poll numbers. He also tested positive for Covid two

days after that event. Despite a hospital stay, he continues

to downplay the virus and missed an opportunity to try to

turn around his campaign. Given American’s anxieties about

the pandemic, this episode has only served to hurt his

support further.

Downballot Races: The Senate and

the House of Representatives
    The entire US House of Representatives is up for re-

election, and we fully expect Democrats (D) to retain and

maybe even expand their majority. But what is also at stake

are thirty-three Senate seats, most of which the Republican

(R) incumbents are defending. The Democrats need to net a

gain of three seats to take control of the chamber. Doing so

would allow a Biden administration to govern much more

easily, given the Republican majorities’ blockade of

President Obama from 2011-2017. The Senate races could

also have an up or down ballot effect on the presidential

race. Here are some key senate races to watch, in order of

their likelihood to change parties. Colorado (Flip D),

Alabama (Flip R), Maine (Flip D), Arizona (Flip D), North

Carolina (Flip D), Iowa (Tossup), Montana (Tossup), Georgia

(Remain R), and South Carolina (Remain R).
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Three Possible Election Scenarios  
I) Biden-Harris ticket prevails on election night convincingly 

     Given the delay in ballot counting, this is unlikely. However, if Trump is hated even more than he is now, it is still completely

possible for Biden to win on election night. Under this scenario, he would hover just above the 270 electoral votes to win, as

other key states would still yet to be called.

II) Biden-Harris ticket wins after a few days 

     This is the likeliest scenario. Once each state finishes processing the ballots, Biden could have well over 330 Electoral votes,

and he sweeps to power.

III) Biden-Harris ticket wins after a few weeks of disputes 

     This is the same as the previous one, where Trump disputes the ballots and asks for a recount. This would most likely happen

if the margins in the key states are tight. In this event, Trump could ask the Republican controlled state legislatures to discount

the mail-in ballots. Such a case could wind its way up all the way to the United States Supreme Court. It is entirely possible that

the courts rule against Trump, and after weeks of dispute, Biden is the clear winner. However, the SCOTUS could also rule in

favour of Trump, which would pose some problems in certain states of Biden. In this case, it would be a state by state

speculation, something we don’t want to consider. Hence, this makes it all the more important for the Biden campaign to mobilize

their get out the vote efforts and deliver a convincing win.

Final Outcome: 
     At noon on January 20th, 2021, we believe Joseph Robinette Biden Jr.  will be sworn in as the 46th President of the

United States, and Kamala Devi Harris as the 49th Vice President. Donald J. Trump may have to be evicted from White

House (dragged kicking and screaming onto Marine One), it's very possible he will conduct a concurrent MAGA event at

Mar-a-Lago, Florida about how unfair the process was to him. He may not  even show up to the inauguration ceremony.

A Biden-Harris administration will have its work cut out for them. But, their themes of “build back better,” unity,

decency, and restoring the heart and soul of America are sure to help start to turn America around from its dark path. 

     Many of the former 2020 Democratic presidential candidates will likely be appointed into a Biden-Harris cabinet.

Expect Beto O’Rourke, Elizabeth Warren, Bernie Sanders, Pete Buttigeg, Amy Klobouchar, Deval Patrick, and  Jay

Inslee to be considered for posts. Additionally, current Alabama Democratic senator Doug Jones is a prime cabinet

candidate, likely for attorney general.
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Best Fictional Lawyer
Bracket. O N E  L A W Y E R  T O  R U L E  T H E M  A L L .

B Y  R I C H A R D  C O P E L A N D  ( 2 L )

Whether you think they're the most fun to watch, the most able to defend you, or just the hottest is none of our

business. All we need to know is which one you'll vote for to make it through to the next round...
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Click here to
decide who

makes the cut. 

(if you don't choose Jessica we can't be friends).

choose your character!choose your character!choose your character!

https://forms.gle/TzZmkJWvFuYP9SFa8


CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 – Jan. 20): 
It’s officially holiday season, and as much as you love your

PSLs, it’s time to set them aside and expand your horizons!

Try DIY-ing a gingerbread latte or peppermint hot chocolate

to test your barista skills. And if all else fails, Starbucks is on

UberEats! 

Recommendation: Pick up some fancy hot chocolate mix! 

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 – Feb. 19): 
Phew! The term is halfway through and you’ve survived!

Take a well-deserved day off and enjoy the chilly weather

with friends by organizing a skating day at Hawrelak Park! 

 Recommendation: Paint some flames on the side of your

skates 

PISCES (Feb. 20 – Mar. 20): 
There’s no need to feel isolated even while you’re self-

isolating! Have some COVID-friendly holiday fun with friends

and organize a virtual gingerbread house decorating

competition!  Recommendation: Pick up two decorating

kits (cause we can’t help but snack while we work!) 

ARIES (Mar. 21 – Apr. 20): 
2020 may have been a rollercoaster ride but take time this

season to think about what you’re grateful for. Surprise your

BFFs with a spontaneous FaceTime call and let them know

you appreciate them!  

Recommendation: Return to the stone ages and print out

a cute pic of you and your squad 

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21):
 Is the pandemic getting you down? If your answer is yes

(like all of us) put some extra pep in your step and curate a

new music playlist featuring all the holiday faves (Mariah

Carey, Michael Bublé and Dean Martin are all classics).  

Recommendation: invest in Spotify Premium (with

student discount!)

Holiday Horoscopes.
W E  C O U L D  A L L  U S E  A  L I T T L E  O T H E R W O R L D L Y

I N T E R V E N T I O N . . .
B Y  A L I Y A  V I R J I  ( 2 L )
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GEMINI (May 22 – June 21): 
So Halloween just finished and you’re reminiscing about your

childhood trick-or-treating days. But don’t fret! Relive those

sweet memories and pick up some discounted Halloween

candy (in bulk!) 

 Recommendation: hit up Costco and splurge on the full-

size candy bars

CANCER (June 22 – July 23): 
 You’re feeling generous this season! Spread some holiday

cheer by paying for the car behind you next time you’re at a

drive-thru or sending a friend a surprise gift. Be the

unexpected Santa we all need this year! 

Recommendation: Invest in a red and white hat

LEO (Jul. 24 – Aug. 23): 
After indulging in Halloween candy, you feel like a kid again

and you don’t want it to end! Gather all your fave holiday

movie classics and have a movie marathon! (obligatory

movies include Home Alone, the Grinch, A Charlie Brown

Christmas, and A Christmas Carol) 

Recommendation: Organize a Netflix Party!

VIRGO (Aug. 24 – Sept. 23):
 The holidays are your time to SHINE! Since I know you’re

already ahead on your readings, plan out your holiday gifts

early and take advantage of the Black Friday deals online!  

Recommendation: make an Excel spreadsheet (the height

of organization lol)

LIBRA (Sept. 24 – Oct. 23):  
Cuffing season is upon us! Put your networking skills (thanks

law school!) to good use and organize a Zoom date!   

Recommendation: Invest in a ring light so your lighting is

always on point.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 – Nov. 22): 
You’ve been working your tushy off this term! Take some time

after exams to soak away the stress with a bubble bath and

indulge in some trashy TV (Selling Sunset was a personal

guilty pleasure!). 

Recommendation: Snag a bath bomb at Lush!  

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 – Dec. 21):  
AYYYY your birthday is almost here! Manifest what you want

for your special day this year (and send out a list to your

friends and family for good measure!)  

Recommendation: Make a list and check it twice!
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Everyone meet Chewie (short for Chewbacca).
This loveable bed-head likes long walks along
MaMeO Beach and making sure I don’t overdo my
screen time by knocking my phone out of my hand.
The dog with dinosaur eyes also loves eating entire
Tim Hortons bags out of the trash — what a good
little Canadian.

Minnie is ironically named as she’s an old
Alaskan Malamute/German Shepherd breed
that’s 150 pounds. She always has a dopey
smile and is not satisfied until she does the
Husky lean on you and covers you in fur. She
is particularly adept at knowing when you are
wearing black clothes. She loves belly rubs
and nose bops best.

BEST OF THE ZOOM CLASS PETS:
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER EDITION

BY CAILEY SEVERSON (2L) & KIANA SMITH (1L)

November's Pup: 
Chewie (Chewbacca)

December's Pup: Minnie 


